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Introduction — the BWC and the Protocol

The Biological Weapons Convention (BWC), signed in
1972 and entered into force in 1975, was the first treaty to
ban the possession of an entire class of weapon of mass
destruction.  It prohibits the development, production, and
stockpiling of microorganisms or of toxins for other than
peaceful purposes, and it categorically prohibits
development, production, and stockpiling of devices
designed to disseminate such agents for hostile purposes. It
is rightly regarded as a landmark in weapons control.

However, the BWC has essentially no verification
provisions, and there have been some notable violations.
The Soviet Union (and then Russia) maintained a massive
capability rapidly to produce biological agents and delivery
devices into the 1990s, and Iraq was found by the UN
Special Commission to have had a significant biological
weapons capability including both agents and munitions.
Currently at least two nations (Israel and Iraq) are widely
thought to have an offensive biological warfare capability,
and a number of other countries (North Korea, Iran, Syria,
Libya, China, and others) have been mentioned as possibly
having, or pursuing, one.   These latter allegations are based
on classified intelligence, and the evidence may be very
weak; it is unclear how much of a proliferation threat these
countries really constitute.

Given the documented failure of the BWC to prevent
bioweapons proliferation, and the increasing proliferation
concerns, parties to the Convention began, in 1995, to
negotiate an addendum to the treaty, informally termed the
BWC Protocol, that would establish legally-binding
multilateral measures to promote compliance with the
BWC.  As the Protocol took shape, it contained several
major elements: 
• annual declarations requiring states parties to identify

and give brief descriptions of their biodefence facilities
and programmes, and of industrial facilities that could be
used to produce microbial cultures in quantity;

• random visits to declared facilities to increase confidence
in the completeness and accuracy of declarations;

• a clarification process for cases in which a facility was
not declared that another state party suspected should
have been, or in which a state party questioned the
accuracy of a specific declaration; and

• provision for a multilateral team to be sent on short notice
to investigate facilities that were suspected of being used
to illegally produce microbial weapons agents,
allegations of use of BW, or disease outbreaks that were
suspected to be the result of accidental release of
microbes from an illegal facility.
Negotiations were arduous, as many controversial issues

were involved. Nevertheless, by mid 2001 a possible

consensus text had emerged, more than 200 pages in length.
The 24th negotiating session convened on 23 July with
delegates expecting that a final text would result from their
efforts in that session, or at the latest in a concluding session
later that year.  The opening plenary sessions extended over
three days, during which over 50 states parties spoke in
favour of prompt completion of the negotiations.  Then it
was the turn of the US, and Ambassador Donald Mahley
brought that process to an end:

After extensive deliberation, the United States has
concluded that the current approach to a Protocol to the
Biological Weapons Convention…is not, in our view,
capable of … strengthening confidence in compliance with
the Biological Weapons Convention … We will therefore
be unable to support the current text, even with changes1

Without US participation, few other countries were
expected to sign on to the Protocol so it was effectively dead.
The US announcement, of which even its closest allies had
little official forewarning, cost the US a great deal of good
will.  Moreover, this ill will was compounded later in the
year when, at the Fifth Review Conference of the BWC, a
consensus on a final document could not be found following
a last-minute US attempt to terminate the Protocol
negotiations completely.  As the review process is the only
mechanism available for developing the BWC to meet
changing conditions, this was a particularly serious
outcome.  The Conference was suspended until late 2002
and when it was resumed the states parties were able to
maintain a multilateral process intact only by agreeing on a
minimal agenda for meetings through to the next Review
Conference in 2006.  [See also Report from Geneva, below.]

US reasons for rejecting the Protocol

Why did the US take such a dramatic and unpopular action
so late in the game?  Why did the US, unlike any other major
western power, conclude that the Protocol would not
enhance its security?  What was perceived as so threatening
in the Protocol that it justified opening a serious rift between
the US and its closest allies?

The US gave three reasons.  First, it criticized the
Protocol as inadequate to detect covert proliferation.  It is
true that the signatures of a covert programme may differ so
slightly from legitimate biotechnological industry that a
single inspection might not be able to discriminate with
certainty. However, this limitation was understood from the
very beginning of the negotiations.  The value of the
Protocol was seen as greatly increasing the transparency of
the biological industry and biodefence activities of all
countries, thus lessening unjustified suspicions.  The routine
visits, coupled to the possibility of an intrusive investigation
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to resolve specific suspicions, were thought to be a
significant deterrent to all but the most determined
proliferator.  Of course there was no certainty that a
proliferator would be caught; but the chances would increase
with time, and would become significantly greater as a
covert programme progressed from research to development
to production to stockpiling.  The Protocol was seen as a
modest improvement in security in the short term, whose
value would increase with time.  When coupled to other
measures such as intelligence, export controls, and
biodefence, the Protocol was considered by all of the US’s
close allies to be a significant improvement.  All of this was
well understood by US negotiators throughout the
negotiating process, and cannot explain its 11th hour action.

The second reason given was that the Protocol would
unacceptably jeopardize commercial proprietary secrets.
Yet many efforts had been made in the drafting of the
Protocol to specifically protect such industrial secrets.  Most
importantly, all visits and investigations would be conducted
under rules of managed access, meaning that the visited
facility could shroud equipment, prevent access to parts of
the site, turn off computer monitors, etc, as necessary to
protect its proprietary secrets.  In so doing, it would assume
a responsibility to provide alternate means for the visiting
team to satisfy itself that the facility was in compliance.

Unlike its allies, the US made little effort to work with
its industries to test whether the visits and inspections
envisaged under the Protocol would be acceptable.  A
number of European and other countries, individually and
in collaboration, made numerous trial visits to various
different industrial sites. The results were clear — visits
could be effective in verifying declarations and
demonstrating compliance with the BWC, without putting
confidential proprietary information at risk.

The US pharmaceutical industry organization,
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America
(PhRMA), released a position paper early in the negotiations
that opposed routine visits and called for strict limits on the
approval of investigations.  However, this initial position
might well have changed if the government had worked with
PhRMA to conduct trial inspections and to determine what
measures might satisfy industry concerns.  Among the
measures that had great potential was appropriate legal
protections in the domestic legislation that would be needed
to implement the Protocol; a joint paper authored by
representatives from the pharmaceutical industry and from
the Federation of American Scientists outlined the elements
of such legislation that could have protected industry should
visits be implemented despite the industry opposition.  All
of this makes it look very much like the US government was
not interested in working with industry to develop a Protocol
that could be both effective and yet protect industry’s
legitimate interests.

The third reason given by the US was that the Protocol
would endanger its biodefence programme.  This too
appears puzzling; most of the US’s principal allies have
biodefence programmes, some of them quite substantial, and
they all concluded that these programs would not be
unacceptably compromised.  Furthermore, the US
biodefence programme has traditionally been largely
unclassified. It is hard to see how such a programme could
be seriously compromised by visits and investigations,

unless the historical openness of the US biodefence
programme has changed in the last few years.

This leaves us with a conundrum — none of the reasons
given for the US rejection of the Protocol seems sufficient
to explain such a diplomatically costly step, nor are they
consistent with the unanimous endorsement of the Protocol
by the US’s major allies, all of which have the same
proliferation concerns, the same kind of biotech and
pharmaceutical industry, and active biodefence
programmes.

The classified components of the US biodefence
programme

The one place where it is plausible that the US differs
significantly from its allies is in recent classified biodefence
activities.  Many countries probably conduct classified
biodefence activities, but from the allies’ enthusiasm for the
Protocol we can infer that there is nothing that can’t both be
described in general terms on declarations, and sensitive
details protected by managed access during visits and
inspections. The US rejection of the Protocol raises the
possibility that there are new classified biodefence
programmes that are deemed too sensitive politically or
technically for even the limited disclosure that the Protocol
would require.

After the 1969 renunciation of offensive bioweapons and
the destruction of US biological weapons stockpiles, by
President Nixon’s Executive Order, the US biodefence
programme was essentially all unclassified.  As late as 1989
the Pentagon claimed:

The BDRP [Biological Defense Research Program] does
not include the development of any weapon, even defensive
ones, nor does it attempt to develop new pathogenic
organisms for any use. All work conducted under the BDRP
is unclassified. However, results may be classified if they
impinge on national security by specifying US military
deficiencies, vulnerabilities, or significant breakthroughs in
technology.2

This openness appears to have changed, as a result of the
growing recognition of dangers created by the Soviet
biological weapons programme, and increasing concern on
the part of the US government over the threat of bioweapons
in terrorist hands.  The Department of Energy, the Pentagon,
and even the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), all began
doing classified “biodefence”.  Much of this is presumably
legitimate defensive work, but last fall it was revealed that
there were less savoury activities as well. Of course, there
is no reason to believe that there are not other problematic
activities that remain to be revealed.

 One of the described projects, conducted by the CIA,
involved the fabrication of a cluster munition to disseminate
bacterial agents, modelled on fragments of a Soviet
biomunition.  The weapon was constructed, and tested using
non-pathogenic agents as simulants.   A second project,
under the Pentagon’s Defense Threat Reduction Agency,
tested whether terrorists could construct a sophisticated
bioweapon plant from commercially available materials,
without raising suspicions.  Project personnel bought the
necessary materials, constructed the facility, and used it to
demonstrate that nonpathogenic bacterial spores could be
prepared which were then dried and weaponized.  The third
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project was to be administered by the Defense Intelligence
Agency, another Pentagon unit, but it may not have gone
past the planning stage. It would have genetically engineered
Bacillus anthracis (the causative agent of anthrax) to
recreate a Soviet strain thought to be resistant to the US
vaccine.

In addition, the investigation into the anthrax attacks led
to the revelation that the US had an ongoing programme in
which unspecified amounts of dried, weaponized anthrax
spores for defensive testing were prepared. It is not clear
what the cumulative amount was, but over more than a
decade, the total was probably in the 10s or 100s of grams
of dried spores.

These programmes raise concerns about  the US’s own
compliance with the BWC.  Article I of the BWC reads:

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes never in any
circumstances to develop, produce, stockpile, or otherwise
acquire or retain:
(1) Microbial or other biological agents, or toxins whatever
their origin or method of production, of types and in
quantities that have no justification for prophylactic,
protective, or other peaceful purposes;
(2) Weapons, equipment or means of delivery designed to
use such agents or toxins for hostile purposes or in armed
conflict.3

The fabrication of a munition is particularly troublesome, as
it falls within the scope of prohibitions specified in the
BWC.  Unlike the prohibitions relating to biological agents,
there is no provision for “prophylactic, protective, or other
peaceful purposes” as a justification to fabricate a munition
— indeed this prohibition is reinforced by the statement
“never in any circumstances”.  At the very least this act
presses hard against the limits of what is legal.

Certainly the preparation of some weaponized anthrax
spores could fall under the peaceful use exclusion for biolo-
gical agents, but only if the amount prepared was appropriate
to the peaceful purpose.  Very few defensive experiments
require live, virulent, weaponized anthrax spores — aerosol
challenge experiments to test new vaccines, and tests of
antibiotic therapy regimes for inhalational anthrax are
virtually the only legitimate uses of such material.  Almost
all other tests, such as tests of decontamination regimes and
materials, detectors, protective devices, or measurements of
aerosol movements and patterns, can be done with avirulent
strains or simulants (related, nonpathogenic, sporeforming
bacteria).  Since a single gram of spores contains
approximately 100 million ID50 doses for monkeys (the
dose that will infect half of the exposed population), it seems
likely that far more spores were produced than can be easily
justified under the BWC.  Whether excess spores were
stockpiled or destroyed, and whether they can be adequately
accounted for, remain open questions.

The US not only pressed, or passed, the limits of legality
under the BWC; it also failed to honour its obligation to
report these programmes under the Confidence-Building
Measures (CBMs) adopted by the states parties at the second
and third Review Conferences.  These measures require
states parties to declare annually information on, among
other things, their biodefence programmes, including
facilities and description of biodefence activities.  None of
the above programmes was mentioned in US declarations.
As the CBMs were designed to reduce uncertainty among

states parties, this selective omission of information
seriously compromises their effectiveness and invites an
interpretation that the programmes have a malign intent.

Hypothesis

A variety of possible explanations for the US’s rejection of
the Protocol might be considered.  Chevrier, for example,
has suggested explanations based on changing US
perceptions of secrecy, sovereignty, and self-reliance.4  It is
also possible that the political sensitivity of unrevealed
covert programmes was the basis of US rejection of the
Protocol.  Certainly a country that was actively involved in
such borderline programmes, and that was already deceiving
the international community by not reporting them as
required by the CBMs, would have a good reason to be
unenthusiastic about having to reveal its activities.  Yet had
the US wished, the covert programmes could have been
terminated well before entry into force of the Protocol,
largely escaping disclosure requirements.

Here we wish to consider a possible alternative explana-
tion which has not, to our knowledge, been discussed much,
but which seems to be in the air.  Perhaps the US rejected
the Protocol not just because it currently has secret, offens-
ively-oriented “biodefence” programmes, but because it is
committed to continuing and to expanding them.

It appears that the US government has come to the
conclusion that the global proliferation of bioweapons is
inevitable; for instance, the US DOD’s Quadrennial Review
in 1997 stated that:

the threat or use of chemical or biological weapons (CBW)
is a likely condition of future warfare.5

Furthermore, former US Secretary of Defense William
Perry and former Assistant Secretary of Defense Ashton
Carter wrote in a 1999 book that:

future military challengers of the United States will heed the
lessons of Iraq’s devastating defeat and will seek to pose
“asymmetric threats” instead, using weapons of mass
destruction in an attempt to contend with an otherwise
unbeatable U.S. military and as a way of intimidating U.S.
allies.
The distressing fact is that nearly all military opponents
whom U.S. forces are likely to meet on the battlefield
possess chemical and biological weapons and the means to
deliver them, including ballistic missiles.6

The US might well have concluded that an
offensively-oriented research programme is needed to
adequately evaluate the threat, to devise countermeasures,
and possibly eventually to develop its own sophisticated
bioweapons if the BWC fails completely.  This could be the
result of a coherent policy in response to the known instances
of proliferation, or the result of convergent belief among
those with policy responsibility in different agencies.  The
September terrorist attacks and the September/October
anthrax letter attacks would have lent urgency and
credibility to such perceptions, as well as bringing greatly
expanded funding for biodefence work.

Since the late 1970s the US has based its military strategy
on technological superiority. In Carter and Perry’s words:

America’s military strategy depends on the full use of its
technological leadership ... And so today, America’s
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military strategy calls for maintaining battlefield
dominance over any regional power with whom we might
be engaged in conflict in the near term, for sustaining that
lead against the new threats that might emerge through
failures of Preventive Defense, and to do so through
leadership in technology…7

Bioweapons proliferation is clearly a threat emerging
from a failure of preventive defence; indeed the US
abandonment of the BWC Protocol looks very like
abandonment of prevention, in favour of response.  Thus a
programme to stay at the cutting edge of military
biotechnology would be attractive as a response to this
emergent threat.  This would logically include exploring in
detail the ways in which biotechnology could be used to
create novel biological and toxin weapons.  In addition to
helping understand the threat, this would of course constitute
the first steps towards an offensive capability, should the US
at any point decide that such a capability is necessary.  We
note with concern calls from the US military for changes in,
or elimination of, the BWC in order to pursue the
development of genetically engineered bioweapons that
target military material, such as camouflage paint, tires,
stealth coatings, electronic insulation, runway tarmac,
lubricants and fuel, etc.

The US military has already, for nearly a decade, been
actively pursuing the development of “non-lethal” chemical
weapons, with the expectation of using them in military
operations other than war (such as counter-terrorism,
hostage rescue, embassy protection, peacekeeping
operations, and the like).  This programme exploits a
loophole in the Chemical Weapons Convention (the CWC
prohibits chemical weapons in the same manner that the
BWC prohibits biological weapons), that permits
production, stockpiling and use of chemical agents for law
enforcement purposes.  Under this questionable
justification, the US is developing “non-lethal” chemical
weapons agents, and military munitions to deliver them.
Biotechnology is increasingly used in the service of this
programme.  Exploratory efforts to evaluate the potential
applications of biotechnology to bioweapons would be a
natural complement to this programme.  Indeed within the
same agency that administers the “non-lethal” chemical
weapons programme there is serious interest, and apparent
projects, in the area of genetically engineered bioweapons
directed against military materiel.

Implications for arms control

If we are correct in our hypothesis, the US is embarking on
the secret study of the application of biotechnology to new
weapons development, a process that began as much as a
decade ago for “non-lethal” chemical weapons, probably
more recently for biological weapons.  The potential utility
of biotechnology for weapons development is formidable,
and it is questionable whether this course is wise, as the rest
of the world will certainly be obliged to follow.  In its rush
to stay ahead technologically, the US runs the very real
danger of leading the world down a pathway that will greatly
reduce the security of all.  This constitutes a significant
change in US policy since 1969, when the offensive
biological warfare programme was ended by executive
order in part because the US feared that the very existence

of its programme invited other nations to follow suit.  The
wisdom of that decision has never been seriously contested,
yet it seems to have been forgotten in Washington.

Furthermore, the secrecy required by such a programme
is antithetical to the transparency on which the long-term
bioweapon prohibition regime must be founded.  A world in
which many nations are secretly exploring the offensive
military applications of biotechnology is ripe for
proliferation of biological and chemical weapons.  When the
offensive capabilities of potential adversaries is uncertain,
prudence requires military strategists to assume the worst —
and uncertainty will be chronic, as one of the clear lessons
of recent history is that even the best intelligence agencies
are incapable of accurately assessing chemical and
biological warfare capability.  The assumption that others
possess or are developing bioweapons then invites the
development of a retaliatory or deterrent capability.
Consequently, many countries may embark on a biological
arms race that none desires.  Once biological weaponsare
established in military arsenals and planning, they become
accepted as legitimate weapons.  Thus in the long term,
secret biodefence programmes can lead to the proliferation
of bioweapons and erosion of the global norm against their
use. In this way the perceived need to respond to immediate
threats with a secret biodefence programme can, in the long
term, be exceedingly unwise.

Perhaps the greatest danger is that we will embark on this
path without public debate.  The US is one of the most open
societies in the world, with one of the most democratic
governance processes, but as the world’s preeminent power,
the military has great influence, especially when projects are
secret and with little oversight.  Decisions to institute
programmes may be taken at too low a level and with
inadequate consultation.  The review and oversight of covert
biodefence programmes thus needs to be strengthened
considerably.  It is critically important that the US Congress
and people, and those of the US’s allies, understand and
debate the possibilities of the use of biology for military
purposes — not just for immediate purposes, but mindful of
the long-term consequences, and with attention to the
implications for arms control or proliferation.  Similarly, the
secrecy with which an increasing portion of its biodefence
program is shrouded should be reconsidered.  The only way
of being assured that bioweapons proliferation is not a
serious global problem is transparency in biodefence
world-wide. The US must lead by example, or no-one will
follow.

Conclusion

Secret US programmes of producing and testing a biological
agent production facility, weaponized biological agent, and
a biological munition, and to consider genetically
engineering a biological agent to defeat existing vaccines,
show a willingness to ignore treaty constraints in favour of
technological responses to the emerging bioweapons threat.
The likelihood that the US programme goes well beyond the
projects so far revealed further suggests that the US may be
embarking on an exploration of the military applications of
biotechnology — actively exploiting it to develop an
offensive “non-lethal” chemical weapons capability;
beginning to use it to explore possible offensive bioweapons
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development strategies as part of threat assessment; and
eager to use it to develop antimateriel BW.  We fear that this
is pioneering very dangerous ground.

Matthew Meselson, Thomas Dudley Cabot Professor of
the Natural Sciences at Harvard University, has issued a plea
for the world to guard against the military misuse of biology:

Every major technology — metallurgy, explosives, internal
combustion, aviation, electronics, nuclear energy — has
been intensively exploited, not only for peaceful purposes
but also for hostile ones. Must this also happen with
biotechnology, certain to be a dominant technology of the
twenty-first century?…During the century ahead, as our
ability to modify fundamental life processes continues its
rapid advance, we will be able not only to devise additional
ways to destroy life but will also become able to manipulate
it — including the processes of cognition, development,
reproduction, and inheritance. A world in which these
capabilities are widely employed for hostile purposes would
be a world in which the very nature of conflict had radically
changed. Therein could lie unprecedented opportunities for
violence, coercion, repression, or subjugation… At present
we appear to be approaching a crossroads — a time that will
test whether biotechnology, like all major predecessor
technologies, will come to be intensively exploited for
hostile purposes, or whether our species will find the
collective wisdom to take a different course…8

If we are correct in our sense of the emerging philosophy
guiding the US programmes in bioweapon threat assessment
and “non-lethal” chemical weapons development, then
Meselson may be being optimistic.  Rather than teetering on
the brink, the US may already be plunging recklessly
forward into the military applications of biotechnology,
whose legacy, we predict, will be as troubling to our children
as is our parents’ nuclear legacy to us.

We call on the US Congress: to determine the full scope
of the classified biodefence programmes; to review these,
and programmes of “non-lethal” chemical and biological
weapons development, with an eye to their long-term conse-
quences, especially for weapons control; to develop, with
maximum public input, a clear philosophy by which to guide
these programmes; to establish effective ongoing oversight
mechanisms; and to promote as much transparency in
biodefence as is possible. We call on US allies to press the
US government to explicitly disavow offensive bioweapons
development, to renounce “non-lethal” chemical weapons,
and to become more transparent so as to not provoke
destabilizing suspicions.  Cooperation with US initiatives
against suspected CBW proliferators might also be
conditioned on full US compliance with the letter and spirit
of the BWC, its CBMs, and the CWC.  And we call on arms
control organizations and on the media to aggressively
investigate the issues we have raised here.

Hopefully we will be proven wrong.  We reiterate that
we have proposed an hypothesis: that the US belief that
bioweapons proliferation is ongoing and unstoppable,
coupled to its long-standing belief that its security is based
on technological superiority, lead logically to the embrace
of military biotechnology.  If we are right, the implications
for arms control are very serious, and threaten to fatally
undermine the BWC and the CWC by leading to a new
biological and chemical arms race.

What might such a world look like?  All major military
powers would be armed with bombs, missiles, shells, and

spray tanks on unmanned aerial drones, loaded with
chemical agents that cause stupor, convulsions, panic
attacks, hallucinations, or violent sensory experiences, or
with genetically engineered biological agents that degrade
paint, plastic, rubber, fuel, and lubricants. In addition,
several regional powers would have stockpiles of lethal
agents such as third generation nerve gases, and genetically
engineered pathogens that secrete powerful combinations of
toxins.  “Non-lethal” chemical weapons, anti-materiel
weapons, and possibly also lethal chemical and biological
weapons would likely have been used repeatedly in regional
conflicts.  The proliferation of these technologies would
dramatically increase the chances that terrorists would
become capable of true mass-casualty attacks.  And finally,
police forces of the world would be armed with new riot
control agents, based on the military “non-lethal” chemical
weapons, and much more effective than tear gas.  This
would greatly increase government power to control civil
unrest — a dangerous tool in totalitarian hands, and one for
which democracies have little use.

Even if we are wrong, the US and other countries are at
the very least standing on the brink that Meselson describes.
The arms race that he fears could begin at any time, without
notice, so long as the US and others maintain substantial
classified biodefence programmes without sufficient public
oversight.  We also observe that our suspicions themselves
prove the danger of secrecy. If two moderate and cautious
academics (as we would characterize ourselves), with
decades of experience in biological arms control and a
generally positive opinion of the US, can seriously entertain
such suspicions, then political and military leaders who feel
threatened by or distrustful of the US must imagine much
worse, and these imaginings will certainly influence their
actions to the detriment of global security.
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